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Péni Clay Ceramics

Péni Clay Ceramics is based in Bali Island. We provide tableware products which use Indonesian Clay as the main material. 
Péni means Beautiful in Sanskirt, because it is our goal to create beautiful and luxurious products. Furthermore, 
we want our customers to feel the beauty and luxury in every dish they'll have.

Our products are 100% Handcrafted by local artisan, and we pay close attention to every detail of the shapes 
and patterns of the products we create. Shapes and colors can be customized. Since we're focus on increasing our products quality, 
therefore our Products have been tested by the U.S FDA (United States Food and Drug Administration) requirement for leachable lead 
and cadmium content of the glaze ceramic surface.

Our products are safe to use in microwave, oven, fridge, freezer, and dishwasher. 
In addition our products are also safe to use for all types of cuisine. 
However, periodical leaching may result in discoloration of the products at any time. 
We recommend to use low temperature and liquid detergents when washing it.

Warm Reagards,

Péni Clay Family



·  Quality is assured by having a US FDA (united States 
  Food and Drugs Administration) Certificate

Why Choose                     ?
C E R A M I C S

·  Products 100% handcrafted by local artisan
All Products of Peni Clay Ceramics are 100% handmade 
from experienced local artisan who pay attention to every 
detail shape and pattern that we will create.

Péni Clay Ceramics products use the main material of 
Indonesian clay formed by local craftsmen and have their 
own characteristics in each product created.

Besides the products that we offer, you can also design 
your own product with a few clicks. Just click “create 
your own design” menu on our website and you can 
create your own design!

Péni Clay Ceramics products has been tested for quality 
by having certificates from U.S FDA (United States Food 
and Drugs Administration), that make Péni Clay 
Ceramics products very safe for use in ovens, fridge, freezers, 
dishwasher and all kinds of cuisine. Because product quality 
is the most important thing that we want to give to 
our customers.

·  The Indonesian Clay

·  We accept a custom designs





As the name suggests, this one collection is inspired 
by one of the famous puppet figures in Indonesia. 

Hanoman or commonly called Anoman 
is one of the gods in the belief of Hinduism in the form of a white ape, 

as well as the protagonist in the most famous epic Ramayana.
We make the product with a combination of white and gray, 

we take from the characteristic of hanoman. 
This collection will perfect your dish and make you freer of expression.

Hanoman 
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Having a distinctive dark color and simple impression 
make it easier for you to "play" with our collection on this one, 
Do you want to combine it with bright or dark-colored dishes? 
Just try it and your dish will match with our Black Sand of Lovina Collection! 
Lovina is one of the famous destinations in Bali. Located in Buleleng - Bali,  
Lovina has a very famous beach with a view of Black Sand 
along the beach that can spoil your eyes, as well as our collection 
of this one is expected to be able to "spoil" you.

Black Sand of Lovina
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As if silk fabric, White Sutera Collection has a smooth texture, 
soft in the eye and not slippery. The distinctive texture of the 

Silk Fabric tub makes this collection look more luxury and everlasting, 
unlike white in general, the white color of the White Sutra Collection 

has its own exquisite features in every details.
Our Products have been tested by the U.S FDA (United States Food 

and Drug Administration) requirement for leachable lead 
and cadmium content of the glaze ceramic surface.

White Sutra
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Pantai Pink Collection is inspired by the beautiful Pink Beach in Flores, Indonesia. 
Our collection of this one is very different from our other collections as well. 
Colors that seem more "bold" than our other collections 
make Pantai Pink collection look more preferential. 
Vivid Colors and Simple Shapes but still Unique, make Pantai Pink Collection 
has its own trademark.

Pantai Pink
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Maleo Bird is one of the protected or endangered animals, 
because the population is currently only less than 10,000 animals. 

Maleo bird has black feather and commonly found in Sulawesi, Indonesia.
Maleo Collection has black color with a slightly rough texture. 

We named our product as Maleo because we care about 
the endangered population of Maleo birds. 

That's why every products we create, we strive to produce 
tableware products that has no adverse impact on environmental 

health and safety.

Maleo
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Inspired by the beautiful snow on the top of Jayawijaya mountain, 
Papua which is one of the highest mountains in Indonesia, 
Jayawijaya Collection presents the product with white color and has little black color. 
This collection has a form that seems simple but has high artistic value 
because all of our products are 100% handmade from local artisan.

Jayawijaya
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 Toraja is one of the spare parts in Indonesia located in the highlands 
in South Sulawesi. Our collection is inspired by how Toraja can survive 

with its classic traditions among Globalization, 
such as oldies design but still beautiful to look at, with brown color 

depicting traditional Oldies design but still beautiful and luxury make 
our design feel timeless.

Toraja
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The beauty of sea in Raja Ampat Island has been recognized in International, 
ranging from dazzling little islands to the very clear seas. 
Inspired by the beauty of Raja Ampat, we created Raja Ampat Collection 
to bring the beauty of Raja Ampat to your table.  
With a distinctive style that makes Raja Ampat has its own beauty.

Raja Ampat
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Inspired by the unique phenomenon of blue fire in the crater of ijen, 
so we created  Ijen's Blue Fire collection. 

With a striking blue line and combination of white color makes 
our product this one is very nice to look at, 

and make the Chef very easy to combine the color of the dish to look
more beautiful.

Ijen's Blue Fire
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Peni Clay Ceramics has many types of plates with various shapes, 
ranging from round, oval, box, etc. In addition to the shape, 
Peni Clay Ceramics also has a variety of shades to enhance your dish appearance. 
All shapes and styles can be customized according to your taste.

Plates Collection
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Shapes Bowls that range from classic to modern make you no longer 
need to bother to choose which bowl you want to use, 

just tell us what kind of shape and bowl do you want to make, 
we'll be happy to make it special for you.

Our products are safe to use in microwave, oven, fridge, freezer, 
and dishwasher. In addition our products are also safe to use 

for all types of cuisine. However, periodical leaching may result 
in discoloration of the products at any time. 
We recommend to use low temperature and 

liquid detergents when washing it.

Bowls collection
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Coffee Lovers, we provide various types of cups ranging from size to espresso (small) 
untill cappuccino (medium), furthermore we also have many kinds of color and shape. 
 In addition to coffee, we also have many kind of cup of tea, 
which certainly did not lose a lot of choice with a cup of coffee. 
Our cups can be ordered with or without saucer.
All of our products can be customized, you just need to contact us by email, 
what kind of shapes and color do you like.

Cup and Saucer Collection
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Many types of pots we have created, with a timeless design. 
In the process of making pot type, we more often "play" 

section of the shape and handle. Start from a combination of ceramics 
and rattan, ceramics and wood, and full of ceramic.

The color was varied according to the character of the pot.
You can customize the pot according to your taste, from the shape,

the combination of materials used, until the color of the pot.

Pot Collection
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We also provide jugs and mugs products to complement the drinkware products. 
All our products can be customized according to the taste of Chef, 
the way is very easy, you just need to send a sample image of the desired 
design and size. Send to our email, and we will process your request 
as soon as possible.

Jugs and Mugs Collection
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We will not forget to this one product,
although the shape is small and rarely people remember its existence,

but sauce, salt & pepper is very important too. 
Can be used for sauce, chili pepper, soya, and of course salt and pepper.  

With various types of shapes and sizes make Chef easier 
to make their dish more captivating.

Sauce, Salt & Pepper Collection
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Hi Chef, Rantang Collection from Peni Clay Ceramics can make different 
sensations in serving dishes, You can serve 3-4 types of dishes in ine “rantang”.  
Rantang made of ceramics with varying patterns and quality wood as a handle. 
Unique shape and appearance can be its own value of the customer.

Rantang Collection
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In addition to some of the above collections, 
Péni Clay Ceramics also has several additional collections such as 
Grill Satay and Ice Sashimi PlatterSatay Grill is made of ceramic 

with various shapes, ranging from oval to rectangle.  
In addition you can add charco under the satay, 

so that consumers get a new experience in eating Satay. 
In addition to Satay Grill, we also create an unique product 

that can beautify the appearance of your dish 
especially for Sashimi lovers! Ice Sashimi Platter, 

is a new innovation created to present various types of sashimi. 
You can add ice to refresh Sashimi's performance.

Grill Satay and Ice Sashimi Platter
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Email : 
info@peniclayceramics.com

marketing@peniclayceramics.com

Visit : 
www.peniclayceramics.com

+628 129 464 043 7
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